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THE SPHERICAT DERIVATIYE

DOUGLAS M. CAMPBELL and GENE H. WTCKES

P. Lappan in his paper The spherical deriuatiue and normal functions l2f poses

three questions concerning the properties of higher spherical derivatives of a mero-
morphic function. The purpose of this paper is to answer the first two questions;
our techniques are of use in establishing the normality or non-normality of a func-
tion and its derivatives. Throughout the paper ("fqo (z) will denote the 7'-16 spherical
derivative of f, i.e.

(/u))+ Q) : 17ti 
+r» @l I 0 + llo (r)l),

where fa(z) denotes the 7'-11, ordinary derivative ofl
Lappan's main result extends a result of Yamashita [3] and provides the focal

point for his three open questions.

Theorem l. Let f be a normal meromorphic function in lzl<1. Then for each
positiue integer n there exists a finite constant c,(f) such that

sup (l - lrl')" ?I'(f(i»1+ Q) = c,(I).
lzl<t j:0

The first question posed by Lappan concerns the existence of a normal mero-
morphic function in lzl<l such that the sequence c,(/) of Theorem 1 is unbounded.
He asserts that it is conceivable that the sequence c"(f) is bounded for each fixed
normal meromorphic functionl but we have been able to show by use of a counter-
example that this need not happen. Intuition would suggest that such a counter-
example must be a meromo{phic function having its poles approaching lzl:1, its
higher derivatives non-normal, and the sup of (l-lrl\ II"j=t U9" (z) approached
as fzl* 1. However, we have found functions f(z), one of which we will present as

a counterexample, such that f(z) and each of its derivatives are bounded (hence
normal) analytic functions in lzl<1 and [[',_i(Jru))+(0), which is bounded above
by c,("f), is unbounded as n*-.

l. Let {no} be the following inductively defined sequence of integers:
k>l Tt1, equals the first integer greater than nk-r such that
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Let f(z):)i=oa,z', where a,:(nl)-L if n*ny for any k and a,:(logn)-" if
n:nk for some fr. Since lim sup lanlu':g we see that f(z) is entire; hence, f(z)
and each of its derivatives is a bounded (thus normal) analytic function in lzl< l.
A simple computation shows that for sufficiently large values of n:nx we have

" II' U,\o(o) : #ft/(|+,q' #ffi
- l"f('J(o)l 'f;' I

Tx iLr, l"fu,(O)l

;7r,.,(0)l I
2,,"'7(,{o)/,,(o) _7G;I0)T
n*! I E' (log n;)';

which diverges as n+€. Iittm'm' tLl -G)!-= no'

Lappan's second question concerns the pcssibility of identifying the normality
of a function or one of its derivatives in terms of the associated sequence of spherical
derivatives. In particular, does a partial converse of Theorem t hold, that is, if a

meromorphic function / has the property that there exists a positive integer no and

a finite constant Q such that
ro-1

,?111(, 
- l,l\'" o4 

(Jc(k))+ Q) = Q,

then must one of the functions f,f',f",...,7(ro) 6e normal. The answer is no.
Campbell and Piranian [] have shown that the function

(2) F(z) : 2(t- z1e# + "#
has the property that it and each of its derivatives and integrals is a non-normal

function. (The non-normality of F, F', F" can be easily verified by computing the
radial and tangential limits near z:*l). We now prove that

(3) sup (l - lzl'z)'9 fi g'ot1o(z) : sup 1t -trt'v )!9L ' --l(9:tzt=L k:0 tzt<L t't ) l+lF(r)l' l*lF'(z)1z

is finite. Differentiation yields 
z+z z_L

F' (z) : 2(2+ z)(l z)-r st-" *2(z al)-z s.+1,

F" (z) : tS 1t -'1-' ffi - 4z (z * l)-' ;;+'

An application of the triangle inequality yields

(4) lF'(z)F"(z)l < 3612+ zllt- z1-opYf +
z-1 2+z z-L

+ 8 lzl I z + I | 
- 6 

| 
e;=1, + lei-lle;nl p6 (z + t)2 - 8 (2 * z) z (t - z)21 lz * t l- 

a 
lr - zl- a.
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Therefore by (3) and (4) the quantity (l-lzlzlz IIi=o(FG\)+ (z) will have a finite
sup in lzl<l if A, B, and C are finite, where

2*z
(1 - lrln)'lucl'lt- zl-n

A -sup-5;rlrä (i+lFQ)l'Xl +lF'(41\ )

2*z z-l

R - err ^ 0 - lzl\'le'-'llfrllz + ll-u lL - zll
'r - äå (t + lF(r)l'Xl +lF'(41')

c:suD S-W..|:a:Pe1*- i,ä (r + lr(z)1,)(t +lF' (z)1'z)'

Let {2,} be a sequence of points in lzl<1, such that Ar,(2,)*A, whete

(r-lzlry11-21-+PH1zAp(z):ffi.
By passing to a subsequence we may assume zn*Zo, lzol=1. If zo*1, then A
is clearly finite. If zo:l then by passing to a subsequence we may assume that

2+zn

le'-'" l0 - ,)l - *,

s a finite or infinite quantity. Since

Af,(z) =

9tqat-

4lsr-,ltt-r)l'

1 + 
I 
2(2* z)ri. l(r - r)+z(ztl)-', ,^r

we see that A=4az if a is finite and Arr(2,) is bounded if q:-.
An identical argument holds for C upon using the quantity 1"G-r'tt@+r)f lzal)z\,

as also holds for B upon using s(z+')/<r-')l(l-z) or 
"@-r)l?+t)11r*1)2 

depending

on whether a subsequence of z, clusters at *l or -1, respectively.

Thus the finiteness of sup,,,=r 0-lrl\' 7|=o(r'(&))+(z) does not imply the

normality of F, F' or F".
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